
HeterodoxyB Heterodoxy ˈhɛt(ə)rə(ʊ)dɒksi’ 
Deviation from accepted or orthodox standards or beliefs. 
Oxford dictionary 

 



A	call	to	you	to	break	established	
rules	and	create	architecture(s)	
that	explore	new	and	perhaps	
more	uncertain	and	less	defined	

spa5al		territories.		



Carla	Motola.	Architecture	Master	Program,	UAL.	



IKEA dissobedients by Andrés Jaque Architect. Office for 
Political Innovation. Madrid / New York, 2012.



Flip Dujardin, Fictions. 









Stefania	Triantafyll.	
AA	Dip.	3,	2009	



Studio
MethodologyC



U  F  L
Urban Field Lab



“Acute urban ethnography is the process of revealing not only the global-local or dominant-subaltern 
relationships, but the unanticipated (and often inconsistent) expressions of human frailty and ingenuity, 

and how these intersect with the economic forces and political frameworks of our time.” 
 Suzanne	Hall,	City,	Street	and	Ci5zens.	2012,	13-14.	



1.	We	go	into	the	field	to	consider	inhabited	space.	



Social	engagement	and	ethnographic	methods	belong	to	our	toolset.	



We	distrust	abbrevia5ons	of	
complexity	and	ques5on	dominant	
categories	of	space.	

Google	says	it	is	a	shop…	



Google	says	it	is	a	highway…	



We	uncover	the	oten	more	informal,	inhabited	space.	

Sarah Wigglesworth and Jeremy Till, Increasing	disorder	in	a	dining	table.



 
Gloria’s Exclusive Chair 

a chair: a separate seat for one person, typically with a back and 
four legs 

1.  The Chair is a special place for Gloria, she does not sit 
anywhere else in the room. It may be one of  her the most 
personal space at home. It is a chair only for her, no-one 
else feels entitled to sit there.  

2.  It should not belong to the table set collection, as 
special events or memories may be attached to it. It could 
have beec a chair from Gloria’s and her husband first 
home, or just the similar one that reminds her about 
some special place. She may simply like the look of  it, 
too.  The chair has to be comfortable (sotf  pillow sit) and 
rather traditional design than modern or simplistic look.  

3.  The chair should be placed in the Front Room, just 
next to the Doors, allowing to take the position of  the 
observer from the sidelines. Also, so that it enables to  
come in and sit for a second while going to kitchen.  

4.In the direct range from the chair should be available: 
notebook and pen/pencil.  

5. A place should be provided for noting down 
information and names while taking many telephone 
conversations. It does not have to be a table - the armrest 
from the sofa with the linen napkin on it is enough.  
The notebook, magazines and some letters, bills often 
lays there.  

 

fridge 
small, low old table 

cartoon boxes 

multipack water, cookies, Tesco cola, etc.  
old vase, porcelain dishes etc.  

1. In the niche under the stairs, place the fridge.  
2. Along the stairs put table, carton boxes in a line.  
3. Multipacks, vases, dishes and other things place on them, next to them and under.  
4. Make sure food is easily accessible.  

Corridor 
corridor: a hallway or passage connecting parts of  a building 

Karolina	Wong-Pokorska,	KU	Leuven,	2016.	

We	study	the	rules,	codes	and	habits	of	in5mate	territories.	



“[The] spatiality of our lives, the human geographies in which we live, [have]the same scope and 
critical significance as the historical and social dimensions of our lives.”	

	
	

Ed	Soja,	urbanist	and	geographer	in	an	interview	with	Chris5an	Borch	about	his	concept	of	Thirdspce,	2002.	



Adriana	Strojek,	KU	Leuven,	2015.	

We	dissect	everyday	spaces.	



Karolina	Wong-Prokorska,	Thresholds,	KU	Leuven,	2016.	

We	unpack	thresholds.	



24 HOURS IN THE LIFE OF UDHAM KAUR
OCCUPATION OF DOMESTIC SPACE

Waking up
Sitting on edge of bed
Waking to chest of drawers to check time
Sitting back on bed
Walking to the bathroom
Going to the toilet
Washing her hands
Drying hands
Walking back into bedroom
Walking to the other attatched bedrooms to see if grandchildren are awake
Walking back to the bathroom to turn on bath
Walking to bedroom
Opening drawers to find clothes
Going into the bathroom
Taking clothes off
Having a bath
Washing herself
Getting out the bath
Drying herself
Getting changed
Doing hair in the mirror
Walking into bedroom
Getting socks from drawer
Sitting on end of bed
Putting socks on
Closing drawer under bed
Walking down stairs
Walking to front room to see her husband there
Walking to the kitchen
Filling up kettle and switching on
Getting two mugs out
Putting teabags in mug
Walking to bread bin to get slices of bread out
Filling mugs with water
Stirring
Getting milk and butter from the fridge
Getting two plates out for toast
Buttering toast
Putting milk in tea
Removing tebags from tea
Getting a tray for two plates and two cups of tea
Placing items on tray
Walking to the front room
Getting small table out and giving breakfast to her husband
Taking her own breakfast to living room
Eating breakfast
Walking to front room to get plate from her husband
Taking both plates to the kitchen
Washing dishes
Walking back to the living room
Phoning her daughter
Put on the TV
Sitting down to watch TV
Walk to kitchen
Get out ingrediants to prepare evening dinner
Walk to ‘Teena’ pantry to get out spices
Waking back to kitchen and getting out large pan
Walking to fridge to get fresh ingrediants
Walking to garage to get other ingrediants
Process of cutting, boiling, preparing
Put on hob to simmer on low heat
Walk to front room to chat with husband
Walking to living room to get unnessary item from cabinet
Can’t find it
Walks upstairs to go to toilet
Goes to toilet
Washes hands
Dries hands
Resumes looking for item in husbands room
Goes back to kitchen to check on food
Goes to chat to husband in front room
Goes back to kitchen to check on food
Walks to living room
Looks out of window to the garden
Goes back to check on food
Sits on table
Opens door for ventillation
Needs toilet again
Goes upstairs
Goes to toilet
Washes hands
Dries hands
Goes into bedroom
Gets prayer book
Goes downstairs
Sits in quiet living room
Reads prayer book
Puts prayer book on mantalplace
Goes to tell her husband she is going to the temple
Goes upstairs to get belongings
Sits on bed
Goes downstairs
Puts shoes on
Gets coat to pantry
Puts coat on
Says bye to husband
Leaves the house
Locks the door
Walks to the bus stop
Getting on bus number 128 to Smethwick Sikh Temple
Getting off bus at stop
Meeting friends and prayer
Getting on bus to return home
Getting off bus to visit her daughter
Walking to daughters house
Spending time with daughter
Walking back to bus stop
Getting on bus
Getting off bus at home stop
Walking to house
Opening the door
Returning to the rest of the family being home
Greeting family
Taking her coat off
Taking her shoes off
Taking her belonging upstairs
Coming back downstairs
Saying hello to her husband
Going to the kitchen
Sitting in the kitchen talking to daughter-in-law
Reheating prepared food
Taking food to her husband on tray
Walking back to kitchen
Eating her food at kitchen table
Going back to her husband and getting plate
Washing up her and her husbands plate
Walking into living room
Spending time with grandchildren
Drinking tea that is given to her
Going for a wonder round the house
Looking for her prayer book
Asking her son where it is
Finds prayer book and glasses on mantalplace
Sitting in front room to resume her prayer
Finishing prayer
going upstairs to put prayer book in drawer
Going to bathroom
Using toilet
Washing hands
Drying hands
Walking downstairs
Spending time with family watching TV
Going uptairs
Going into room
Getting undressed for bed
Going to bathroom
Washing face for bed
Going to bedroom
Putting away things in her room
Going to bed

1:50 Plan Ground Floor

1:20,000 Urban Plan of her Route
Cognitive Map of her town Smethwick

24 HOURS IN THE LIFE OF UDHAM KAUR AUJLA

1:50 Plan First Floor

X Marks the spot where Udham meets a person for the first time that day
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Karolina Wong-Pokorska, Casts of an Institution. 2016.

2.	We	work	mul5-scalar.	



“Scales are not independent entities with pre-given characteristics. Instead, they are socially constructed 
strategies to achieve particular ends. The particular qualities of a given scale, such as its extend, its 

function or its relationship to other scales are not ontologically given. Rather they are contingent: they 
will result from particular times and places.” 

Mark Purcell. “Urban Democracy and the Local Trap.” Urban	Studies.	2006. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Karolina	Wong-Pokorska,	‘An	ins5tu5on’,	KU	Leuven,	2016.	Giulia	Fermo.	‘Regular	Romani	Camps	in	Milano’,	Urban	Analysis,	2018/19.	





Karolina	Wong-Pokorska,	KU	Leuven,	2016.	







Situated 
ContextD



LONDON
A contested amalgamation of space	



Less	than	half	of	the	UKs	retail	spending	is	on	the	High	street	and	this	figure	is	falling.	
Increases	in	lease	and	rents	are	forcing	independent	retailers	out,	par5cularly	in	London.	



Between	2002	and	2012	the	typical	London	home	sold	for	seven	5mes	the	city’s	average	annual	
salary.	That	figure	has	since	risen	to	12	5mes.	Housing	is	deemed	to	be	severely	unaffordable.	The	
Economist,	March	2016.	

Unaffordable	London.		



The	Boomerang	Genera5on	
	“It’s	hard	to	feel	like	an	adult	when	you’re	living	with	the	people	who	used	to	brush	your	
teeth.”	
The	guardian,	14	March	2016.	























Working 
Mode / 
PhasingE



1.	Summer	2019	
	Proclama5on.	Pronouncing	a	framework,	sevng	of	focus		and	
rela5onships.		
	
Your	star5ng	point	for	your	project	can	be	a	given	ins5tu5on,	a	
room	or	threshold,	or	an	overriding	issue.	Whether	your	star5ng	
point	is	on	a	Micro	or	Macro	Level,	you	will	need	to	set	it	in	rela5on	
to	other	forces	and	scales.		
	
Macro	piece	–	Micro	piece	–	proclama5on	
	

Road	Map	



2.	Term	1:	Undertake	research	into	the	underlying	drivers	/	Set	your	site	
context.	
	
3.	Term	1,	Nov	2019:	Field	trip:	Explore	your	context.	Ethnographic	and	
urban	study.	Going	into	the	field.	
	
4.	Term	2,	Feb	2020:	1st	presenta5on.	1	Macro	piece,	1	urban	piece,	1	micro	
piece,	booklet.	
	
6.	Term	2,	Feb	2020:	Urban	and	Spa5al	Strategy	
	
7.	Term	2,	March	2020:	Spa5al	explora5ons	in	micro	/	macro	/	scales.		
	
8.	Term	2,	April	/	May:	Consolida5on.	
	
9.	Term	2,	June:	Jury	/	Final	Presenta5on.	



We	will	undertake	3	collabora5ve	trips	and	work	sessions	to	London.	
	

1	in	November.	
1	in	February.	
1	in	March.	



Thank	you.	
	
Any	ques5ons,	please	email	me.	
	
Anuschka.kutz@kuleuven.be	




